Financial Planning
on
Divorce

Splitting up with a long-term partner,
particularly a spouse, can be devastating.

A very warm welcome and down
to earth approach. Lottie took
time to listen to my story and
how True could help me.
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y

But while you grapple with the emotional
implications of this major life change, it can
be easy to neglect your finances, which may
have knock-on effects.
As specialists in divorce, we can assist you (either
alone or alongside your Legal Advisers) at every
stage of this challenging time.
•W
 e help you understand your current financial situation. We look at
the joint pot and ensure you fully understand the different financial
aspects and what they mean
•A
 s pensions experts, we help your Solicitor, Mediator and you
understand the types of pensions you and your ex have and any
complexities that may arise when splitting them on divorce
•W
 e show you what you need financially to be OK in the future and
are there as a sense check for your Solicitor too
•W
 e help you and your ex establish how to split the pot in the most
efficient way so both of you receive what you need and want as
much as possible
•W
 e ensure you have the relevant protection in place to guarantee
you will always receive the agreed maintenance even if something
happens to your ex

Lottie is very friendly
and approachable
as well as being very
good at explaining
finance in a way I could
understand

LIZ YOUNG
The Financial Summary report provides
you with an overview of your plan assumptions and key projections, includ

Cash Flow, Net Worth, and Asset Allocation. In addition, it provides Insights into achieving your goals. It indicates th
state of your current financial health.
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Net Worth

We use our visualise
your future process to illustrate:
Retirement Age: 65

£17,759

What you need financially to ensure you will be OK for the rest of your life

Assets: £17,
Debts: £0

Cash Flow

CASH FLOW

Assumption

Inflation Rate: 2

Cash Growth: 0

Financial Summary

The end of divorce is the beginning
of your new life. At this stage, we
create a simple plan to help you
achieve financial security for the
rest of your life.
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Net Worth

Retirement Age: 67

£503,000

Emma Gordon

Current Age: 63scenarios to ensure both of you achieve as much of what you want and need as possible
Different
Current Age: 63
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Cash Flow

Cash Flow Detailed Analysis
Annual Savings Need

•W
 e help you process pension sharing orders and create a bespoke
plan for your financial settlement designed to meet your future
objectives
We work on a collaborative basis with you and your solicitors or
attend your mediation sessions to ensure the time with these
professionals maintains momentum and does not stall when you
are faced with an obstacle of a financial nature, saving you time
and money.
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The Cash Flow report projects your cash flow throughout your plan. Incomes and expenses are organized by category
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A red bar indicates there could be a shortfall in that plan year,all other colours illustrate sources of income that could be
to meet goals and spending needs in that plan year.
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Annual Savings Need

Save an additional £90,430 annually
until retirement to meet your goal.
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Retirement Spending

Annual Savings Need

Investment Returns

You can afford to spend £10,264
annually in retirement with your current
plan.

No additional savings are needed as you
have met your goal with your current
plan.

A 2.91 % return is needed annually to
prevent shortfall.

Lump Sum Savings

A lump sum of £595,703 would be
needed at retirement to prevent shortfall.

Basic need: Is represented by the light blue line running through

Retirement Spending

Lump Sum Savings

You can afford to spend £27,822
annually in retirement with your current
plan.

No additional Lump Sum savings are
needed as you have met your goal with
your current plan.

Total need: Is represented by the black line running through each

As a Daughter of divorced parents, I have seen first hand
the emotional and financial challenges that divorce
brings. That is why I am so passionate about helping
people through this difficult time. By holding the hands
of people going through divorce, I help remove
financial uncertainty for them both now and in
their future.
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